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What is Polarity Classification?

• Polarity Classification is a subtask in Opinion 
Mining.

• Decide whether the opinion expressed in a text 
is either positive or negative?
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• I like spinach. (positive)
• I hate pancakes. (negative)

• Polarity is mostly indicated by polar 
expressions (e.g. nice, awful etc.).
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• I like spinach. (positive)
• I hate pancakes. (negative)

• Polarity is mostly indicated by polar 
expressions (e.g. nice, awful etc.).

• In this work: only document-level classification
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• Alternative methods using little or no 
manually annotated data are needed.
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training data for each domain are 
prohibitively expensive.
• Alternative methods using little or no 
manually annotated data are needed. à
Use Bootstrapping Methods.
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Rule-based Polarity Classification

• Count the number of positive and 
negative polar expressions in a data 
instance and assign it the polarity type 
with most polar expressions.
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with most polar expressions.
• The rule-based classifier can be 
implemented with varying complexity 
accounting for different linguistic aspects 
of contextual polarity.



Basic Word-Sense Disambiguation

Many ambiguous polar expressions can be 
disambiguated with the help of part-of-speech 
information:
• novel:
• L.A. County officials offer a noveladj idea to save millions.
• Papillon is a 1973 film based on a novelnoun by French ex-
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• Papillon is a 1973 film based on a novelnoun by French ex-
convict Henri Charrière.

• plot:
• They plotverb to instigate unrest by sending messages via 
the Internet, telephones and mobile phones.
• The plotnoun of the novel is based upon a true story.

• like:
• I likeverb that story.
• He, likeprep many others, continued to believe that the 
British Empire could emerge from the war. 



Negation Modeling

• Negation is a very common phenomenon in 
which the polarity of the polar expression is 
inverted:
• I [don‘t like]- pancakes.

• Three-step procedure:
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• Three-step procedure:
1.Identify potential negation expressions within a 
window of 5 words [Wilson 2005] preceding a polar 
expression.
2.Disambiguate potential negation expressions:

• genuine negation: not nice
• no negation: not just nice but also useful

3.Swap the polarity of polar expressions which are  
genuinely negated.



Heuristic Weighting of Polar 
Expressions

• Different polar expressions vary in their polar 
intensity.

• Assign score 1 to ordinary polar expressions.
• Double the score if the polar expression is:
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• Double the score if the polar expression is:
• a strong polar expression (goodweak vs. excellentstrong)
• an intensified polar expression (e.g. extremelyintens nice)  
• an adjective (other parts of speech have more 

ambiguous polar expressions)



Properties of Different Rule-based 
Classifiers

Properties RBPlain RBbWSD RBNeg RBWeight

basic word
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� � �
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• Following feature sets are compared:

Feature Set Abbreviation
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Datasets and Resources

• Two different datasets:
• IMDB-movie reviews: benchmark dataset [Pang 
2002]
• Rate-It-All reviews: multi-domain dataset (topics: 

computer, products, travel, sports) [Wiegand 2009]
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• Sentiment resources from MPQA-project:
• Polarity lexicon (incl. POS-disambiguation and 
polarity strength)
• List of intensifiers
• List of negation expressions and disambiguation 
rules 



Three Experiments

• Evaluation of Self-Training using Rule-
based Classification (SelfTr)
• Comparison between SelfTr and Semi-
Supervised Learning (SSL)
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Supervised Learning (SSL)
• Impact of Class Imbalance



Set-up of Experiments on SelfTr

• Accuracy is used as evaluation measure.
• Balanced datasets:
• 2000 instances (movie domain)
• 1800 instances (other domains)
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• SelfTr uses the 500 most highly ranked data 
instances from each class for supervised 
training.

• SelfTr uses SVMs as supervised learner.
• Test set is the entire (domain) dataset.



Comparison of Different Rule-based 
Classifiers

Domain RBPlain RBbWSD RBNeg RBWeight

computer 64.11 70.61 73.56 74.28
products 60.78 66.06 71.06 70.94
sports 64.33 64.39 67.50 68.89
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sports 64.33 64.39 67.50 68.89
travel 64.61 67.39 70.72 72.61
movies 61.75 64.80 67.85 71.30
average 63.12 66.65 70.14 71.60

The more linguistic knowledge the rule-based 
classifier encodes, the better it performs.
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SelfTrAdj600 69.44 70.76 73.20 75.10

SelfTrMPQA 68.55 69.75 72.15 75.04

SelfTrUni 70.51 71.50 74.05 76.74

SelfTrUni+Bi 71.94 72.57 75.29 77.58

Best feature set for SelfTr: Uni+Bi
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using the most complex RB, i.e. RBWeight,  
alone.
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SelfTrUni+Bi 71.94 72.57 75.29 77.58

Performance gains by the improvement of RB 
and by the usage of SelfTr is complementary!



Set-up of Experiments on Comparing 
SSL with SelfTr

• SSL:
• Use Spectral Graph Transduction.
• Unlabeled training data are identical with test data.
• Unlabeled training data: 500 positive and 500 negative 
instances (randomly sampled)
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• SelfTr:
• SelfTr-A: unlabeled training data from SSL are labeled by RB 
and used by supervised classifier.

• SelfTr-B: chooses 500 highly ranked instances per class 
(according to RB) as training data for supervised classifier.

• Only use SelfTrUni+Bi(RBWeight)[best configuration]

• Each configuration is evaluated on 20 randomly 
sampled partitionings.
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• SelfTr:
• SelfTr-A: unlabeled training data from SSL are labeled by RB 
and used by supervised classifier.

• SelfTr-B: chooses 500 highly ranked instances per class 
(according to RB) as training data for supervised classifier.

• Only use SelfTrUni+Bi(RBWeight)[best configuration]

• Each configuration is evaluated on 20 randomly 
sampled partitionings.



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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Supervised Baseline
(SVMs with Uni+Bi)



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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Best semi-supervised classifier [Wiegand 
2009]:
• uses only in-domain adjectives/adverbs
• outperforms supervised classifier if less 
than 200 labeled documents are used 



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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SelfTr-A
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SelfTr-A (randomly sampled data for
supervised learning)



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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SelfTr-A:
Whenever SSL outperforms SL, 
SelfTr is at least as good as SSL. 



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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SelfTr-B



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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SelfTr-B (selection of labeled 
training data according to RB)



Comparison of SSL with SelfTr
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SelfTr-B outperforms SelfTr-A.
Unlike SSL, it can select meaningful 
training data independently!



SelfTr on Data with Class Imbalance

• Up to now: experiments with balanced datasets
• Realistic datasets usually have an imbalanced class 
distribution.

• New setting: imbalanced dataset (and thus also 
imbalanced test set)
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(self-trained) supervised classifier to:
– Balanced class distribution 
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• Set the class ratio for the data to be labeled for the 
(self-trained) supervised classifier to:
– Balanced class distribution 
– Class ratio according to the prediction of RB on the dataset
– Randomly sample few instances, manually annotate them and 
estimate ratio on that basis.
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Conclusion

• SelfTr works for polarity classification.
• Improving a rule-based classifier also means 
that corresponding self-trained classifiers 
improve.

• Best feature set for supervised classifier within 
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• Best feature set for supervised classifier within 
SelfTr: all in-domain unigrams and bigrams.

• SelfTr is either at least as good as SSL or even 
outperforms it.

• A crucial requirement for SelfTr to work is that 
the class-ratio estimate is accurate.



Thank You!
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Thank You!
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